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1. GENERAL 

A) Carefully read the following important information regarding installation safety 

and maintenance. Keep this information booklet accessible for further 

consultations. 

B) The appliance has been designed as a exhausting version (external exhaust) or as a 

filter version (inner air recycle) cooker hood. 

 

2. SAFETY PRECAUTION 

A) Take care when the cooker hood is operating simultaneously with an open fireplace 

or burner that depend on the air from the environment and are supplied by other 

than electrical energy, as the cooker hood removes the air from the environment 

which a burner or fireplace need for combustion. 

B) Provide adequate ventilation in the environment for a safe operation for the cooker 

hood. 

C) Follow the local laws applicable for external air evacuation 

D) Appliance shall only be used with rated voltage and frequency. 

E) There is a fire risk if cleaning is not carried out in accordance with the instruction. 

 

3. WARNING 

In certain circumstances electrical appliances may be a danger hazard. 

A) Do not check the status of the filters while the cooker hood is operating. 

B) Do not touch the light bulbs after appliance use. 

 



C) Do not disconnect the appliance with wet hands and without to force the 

supply cord.. 

D) Flame cooking is prohibited underneath cooker hood. 

E) Avoid free flame, as it is damaging for the filters and a fire hazard. 

F) Constantly check food frying to avoid that the overheated oil may become a 

fire hazard . 

G) Disconnect the electrical plug prior to any maintenance. 

H) Children don’t recognize the risks of electrical appliance. Therefore use or 

keep the appliance only under supervision of adults and out of the reach from 

children. 

I) If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or a 

qualified service engineer in order to avoid a harzad. 

J) Keep electrical appliances out of reach from Children or infirm persons. Do 

not let them use the appliances without supervision. 

K) Indoor use only. 

L) Do not dispose of electrical appliances as unsorted municipal waste, use 

separate collection facilities. 

M) Contact you local government for information regarding the 

collection systems available. 

N) If electrical appliances are disposed of in landfills or dumps, hazardous 

substances can leak into the groundwater and get into the food chain, 

damaging your health and well-being. 

 



O) When the appliance is not in use and before cleaning, unplug the appliance 

from the outlet 

 

4. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

Way one: 

4.1 The cooker hoods should be placed at a distance of 65-75cm from the cooking 

surface for best effect.  

4.2 To install onto the wall drill 4 holes of Ø8mm on a suitable place according with 

the centre distance of hole in the back of the cooker hood. 

4.3 Insert the nut into the holes. 

4.4 Insert the screws into the nuts and tight. 

4.5 Put up the cooker hood onto the fixed screws. 

4.6 According to the way of pic A, fix the hood onto the wall. 

4.7 Put the one way valve onto the cooker hood. 

 

 



 

PIC.A 

 

Way two: 

4.1 Drill 6 holes of 4mm diameter at the bottom of the hanging cupboard 

4.2 Put the one way valve on the cooker hood, then install the cooker hood on the 

bottom of the cupboard, tighten the hood with enclosed 6 screws. 

4.3 Install the adjusted board on the bottom of the hood in order to keep out the gap 

between hood back and cupboard. See pic.B 

  

 



PIC. B 

5. Installation of charcoal filters 

When you choose front recirculation mode, charcoal filter is a must to be installed. 

Charcoal filter is optional 

accessory. 

1. Remove grease mesh filters. 

2. Follow up below instruction you can remove or install charcoal filters. 

 

 



 

START  USING YOUR  COOKER HOOD 

tart  1 

1.Lamp – Turn on/off light 

“O” – to switch off light 

“I” – to switch on light 

Power – Slide out drawer, power on; slide in drawer, power off. 

2 .Speed –select speed to suit cooking conditions 

“O” – to switch off motor 

Low( I )– light frying/boiling 

Medium( II ) – frying/wok cooking/heavy boiling 

High ( III ) – grilling, intensive frying and wok cooking 

Power – Slide out drawer, power on; slide in drawer, power off. 

  

 



This is model has a shifter to enable you choose Air Exaction or Air Recirculation 

working mode. This cooker hood supplied as air exaction mode as default, when 

you choose air recirculation mode, make sure the plastic cover removed from the 

cooker hood as per below drawing.  

 

Remove mesh filters from the cooker hood then you will see the shifter, you can 

choose air exaction mode or air recirculation mode by turning the shifter to 

corresponding position. 
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6. MAINTENANCE  

1. The cooker hood and grease filter need to be cleaned usually to keep best work 

effect.  

The grease filter is made of high-density stainless steel. Please do not use the corrosive 

detergent on it. Keeping this grease filter will keep the appliance running correctly. 

Please strictly follow the guidelines below. 

Method 1: Put the grease filter into 40-50 c clean water, pour on detergent, and then 

soak for 2-3 mins. Wear gloves and clean with a soft brush. Please do not apply 

too much pressure, as the filter is delicate and will damage easy. 

Method 2: If instructed to do so, it can be put into a dishwasher, set the temperature at 

around 60 degrees. 

2. The oil and dirty depositing on the cooker hood will corrode the cooker hood, so 

the cooker hood should be washed by hot water and liquid soap or detergent weekly.  

3. When wash cooker hood, please ensure the motor and other electric parts will not 

be wetted to avoid electric shock or damage the hood. 

4. Change grease filter and bulb as following pictures.  

65cm 

  

75cm 

 



 

Important 

When handling bulb, make sure it is completely cool  down before any direct 

contact to hands. 

7SPECIFICATION 

 

Voltage 220V-240V~/50Hz 

Rotation method Twin Motors, Twin Fans 

Rated motor input power 100W+100W 

Illumination ≤ 40W+40W(normal light) 

Rated input power 280W 

Airflow 440m3/hr 

Outlet diameter 120mm 

 

 

  

 

 


